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SUMMARY
Texting while driving is more dangerous than driving while intoxicated.
As category leader, AT&T committed to take a stance; igniting genuine acceptance
of the problem, and inciting real behavior change.
We seized an opportunity to shape the formative habits of a generation who were
just beginning to drive by trivializing the text message, not demonizing the texter.
The thought at the heart of it: was your last text worth dying for?
Our campaign broke down youth’s sense of invincibility with real stories of people
whose lives had been destroyed, and exposed the trivial little texts that caused the
destruction.
Social norms change slowly. But by stirring public debate with a powerful
documentary, and providing tools for young people to socially declare their
allegiance to our cause, we accelerated this change dramatically.
The many facets of our campaign are now embedded in culture and
community alike:
Driving institutional change, our documentary is now used by driving schools and
policy makers.
And driving social change, our children are taking the Texting While Driving pledge,
denouncing the behavior in front of their peers, and evangelizing our cause.
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A harmless little killer
16,000 people in the U.S. died in cars between 2002 and 2007.
Each of these deaths was probably avoidable.
Were they drinking?
On drugs?
Speeding?
No.
They were texting on their phones.
In fact, one harmless little text is much more likely to cause a traffic accident than a
drunk driver.
Yet in 2009, an estimated 26% of the population was texting while driving.
And while drunk driving was both socially and legally unacceptable, texting was
still in its formative years in terms of laws, public opinion, and education. And the
problem would get worse as texting overtook talking as the natural, everyday method
of communicating. In 2009, 473 billion texts were sent across the country on AT&T
networks alone. By 2011, it had doubled to 854 billion.
The problem is exacerbated in a generation for whom texting plays so fundamental
a part of life, helping kids to flirt, boast, gossip, tease, hang out, confess. Not having
their phones within reach is tantamount to not breathing. And when they receive a
text, reaching for their phone is a Pavlovian response.
“I’d rather give up, like, a kidney, than my phone.” – Phillippa, 16 years old
In fact, given a car, driver’s license, and cell phone are what give kids their freedom
and independence, it’s really no surprise that 60% of 18–24-year-olds admit to
texting while driving.
As the category leader, AT&T needed to take a stand.
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The Challenge:
Create a new generation of young people
It took 30 years to get people to realize that drinking and driving isn’t a good idea and to
happily condemn it publicly. How could we accelerate this for texting and driving?
Bad habits are hard to break. But rather than trying to break a habit, what if we tackled
the nascent habit in its formative years – before it even became a habit?
We decided we had to focus on 16–21-year-old youth, just beginning to drive, whose
behavior and habits behind the wheel were yet to fully develop.

The Insight:
Interrogating the text, not the texter
It’s a truism that prohibition isn’t a great way to get young people to do anything, so we
set out to see what we could do to help them realize for themselves that texting while
driving was a bad thing.
Sitting down and talking to them, we discovered that they rationalized and justified their
behavior. They gloated about the techniques they’d honed to drive and text; balancing
steering wheels with their knees, holding phones at eyeline with the road...
Could we really demonize this kind of confident behavior?
What about the texts themselves? Why were they so irresistible to our target? Our focus
groups talked about the social lubrication texting provides, about how important it was to
be “in the loop.” About how kids never make calls anymore.
But, during one of these focus groups, we had a collective epiphany:
We asked everyone in the group to pick up their phones and read their last text
message. We wanted to see what was so important.
Everyone read the texts from their phones:
“They’re about meeting up – Where are you? See you in 10. That kind of thing…
maybe some flirting. Or it’s, ‘OMG, what’s biology homework?’ And, ‘I’m
babysitting and I’m SOOOO bored.’ – Tracey, 16 years old
“Is this the kind of stuff worth dying over then?” the moderator asked.
We knew from the thundering silence we had struck a nerve.
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The Strategy:
Trivialize the text
Our insight told us that communications had to focus on the text as much as the
tragedy. If youth were desensitized to dramatizations of grave consequences,
perhaps they would empathize when we exposed the cause for what it really was –
just another little text message…
Trivializing the text, not exaggerating the consequences, we decided was key.

The Big Idea:
The Last Text
To diffuse that youthful invincibility and the cognitive dissonance surrounding the
behavior, we grounded our story in real-life examples.
We exposed the very last text that was being written, sent, or read by people while
driving – actual people whose lives were consequently ruined as a result.
The thought that punctuated our campaign and challenged youth to rethink their
behavior was, “Is your last text message worth dying for?”

Launching the idea
Having a great thought means nothing if you can’t deliver it in the right way.
We knew the dissemination of our idea would be critical in ensuring it was received,
owned, and shared by our teen target. That it didn’t look like another big corporation
looking for credit in the public sphere.
Our launch model was:
1. Make it public
Make the dangers
of texting while
driving a reality
that youth
couldn’t ignore

2. Make youth
commit
Ensure youth
actively choose not
to text and drive

3. Make it spread
	Embed our
message in culture
and community to
ensure it continued
to spread
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Make it public
On December 27, 2010, a holiday period when road hazards are at their
worst and loved ones, socializing and “arriving safely,” are top-of-mind,
we launched with a 10-minute documentary The Last Text featuring
real stories of real people whose lives had been turned upside down.
The documentary format ensured we didn’t preach, telling real peoples
stories in their own voices. Our creative techniques delivered on the
strategy of exposing the texts as the culprits, the texters as the victims.
We seeded the documentary through AT&T’s YouTube channel,
Facebook page, Twitter feed, and landing page – att.com/txtingcanwait.
We supported it with PR releases, TV, radio, digital, and print campaigns
featuring actual “last texts.”

The Last Text documentary example stills
(http://youtu.be/DebhWD6ljZs)

The Last Text example print

The Last Text example :15 TV
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Make them commit
It was important that kids publicly committed. The last thing we
wanted was private agreement and public denouncement.
So we encouraged them to “pledge” not to text while driving on
our Facebook page and on AT&T’s homepage.
Pledges were shared across social media and the critical mass,
acceptance, and ownership of the issue began to take root.

Facebook “Pledge” page example
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Make it spread
We embedded The Last Text DVD
where it would get traction and intimate
that the cause went way beyond AT&T;
family and youth safety organizations,
schools, driving schools and test
facilities, state police agencies, and
public health organizations.
We made sure policy makers and
educators could easily download all the
support materials from our site.
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The Results:

We made it public
A week after launch, all four broadcast networks had covered the campaign
in over 200 markets, with unpaid media specials over 5 minutes on CNN,
and Good Morning America.
Publications like The New York Times, Mashable,
USA Today and even the White House blog
chipped in:
“I’ve tweeted out this whole documentary.
I encourage every person to sit down with
their kids and themselves as well and watch
the 10 minutes.”
Just one day after launch, The Last Text had
100,000 views on YouTube. In three weeks, it
surpassed one million views. And by August 18,
2011, it had reached 2.483m views.
Importantly, and testament to its creative execution
and emotional power, the full documentary
was also embedded in nearly 75% of all online
media coverage.
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The Results:

We made them commit
By November 2011, over 93,000 people had taken the pledge online, not including
thousands more at school and college viewing days across the U.S.

Utah State University, UT

Bridgewater-Raritan Regional, NJ

Lexington High School, TX

Woburn Memorial High School, MA St. Cecilia Academy, TN

The YouTube documentary incited exactly the right kind of conversations, with kids
overtly showing their support and beginning to denounce the behavior in their friends:

Facebook response examples:

To get kids to commit behaviorally, as well as theoretically, we worked with AT&T’s PR agency
Fleishman-Hillard to launch a free mobile app, “AT&T DriveMode,” reinforcing behavior and
eliminating the temptation to stray. When activated, it automatically sends a customizable
reply to incoming texts notifying the sender that the user is driving and unable to respond.
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The Results:

We made it spread
AT&T received thousands of national requests to use The Last Text documentary
in educational programs across the country. For example, in Chicago alone, 135
public schools permanently integrated the documentary into their curriculum and
every DMV facility in the state shows the documentary to new drivers.
The documentary also inspired many to spread the word themselves. Jack Little
from Xavier High School in Wisconsin created his own film to help spread the
message at his school.

Source: Xavier High School student Jack Little’s AT&T inspired film It Can Wait. 2011 (/http://www.textkills.com/?p=2302)

And when Dr. Raymond Georgen, Medical Director of Trauma at Theda Clark
Medical Center, heard of Jack Little’s project, he used it to educate another 4,000+
students before they got their driver’s licenses, saying:
“It’s so powerful when we have individuals from the same peer group relating
the story as well…” – Dr. Georgen
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In Summary
We uncovered a powerful insight and harnessed it to a creative mechanic –
disarming the air of invincibility without demonizing kids.
We trivialized the text itself, helping kids come to the conclusion that texting while
driving really wasn’t worth the risks.
We got kids to commit so they couldn’t go back.
And we didn’t just start a movement, we institutionalized it. And it’s here to stay…

